
 Devices and the Internet  Holiday Assignment 6 

Elementary Level (Vocabulary Development) 

 
1. Hardware 

 
Label the pictures below. 
a charger   a keyboard   a monitor   a mouse 
 
a printer   a router   a tablet    a USB drive 

 

       
1.    2.    3.    4.    

       
5.    6.    7.    8.    
 
Read the sentences and questions below. Match them to the situations on the right. 
 
1. "Click that link to go to the contact page."  a. at a cafe or restaurant 
2. "Can I charge my phone somewhere?"  b. at a job interview 
3. "Can you print this document for me?"  c. at the office 
4. "Tap here to find the nearest hotel."   d. browsing a website 
5. "Can you type fast?"     e. in a cafe or restaurant 
6. "Can you share this album with me?"   f. listening to music 
7. "Do you have WiFi here?"    g. visiting a new city 
 

Which device is necessary in each situation? 

2. Using mobile devices 
 
Listen to John talking about his smartphone. Tick the uses that he mentions. 
 
making phone calls    

listening to music    

sending text messages    

GPS navigation     

checking the weather    

following the news    

reading ebooks     

watching videos     

taking pictures     

playing games     

keeping important information   
 
Work in pairs. Ask and answer the question "What do you use your smartphone for?" Try to 
answer like in the examples below. 
 
"I use my smartphone to make calls." / "I use my smartphone for making calls." 
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3. 3 Internet verbs 
Match the verbs on the left to the words on the right. 
 
1. click/tap    a. a file 
2. enter/forget/reset   b. a link 
3. log into/browse/like   c. an email 
4. send/receive/write/read  d. a password 
5. download/upload/share  e. a video 
6. watch/stream/download  f. a website 

Now complete the questions below using the above “internet verbs”. More than one word is 
possible for each question. 
 
1. How often do you   spam emails? 
2. How often do you   online videos? 
3. What kinds of files do you   with your friends? 
4. Do you sometimes   your password? 
5. Which websites do you   every day? 
6. Do you always   interesting links? 
 
In pairs, ask and answer the questions. 
 

4. 4 Talking point - Websites 
 
Do you use any of the websites below? What for? 

 

What is your favourite website? Why? 


